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Calendar Reminders

Monday, May 31
Memorial Day

ECE No Classes– Teacher Work Day

YAHADUS EXPERIENCE
This week in the Yahadus Experience we focused on Dan L'Kaf Zechus (judging 
another favorably) which is discussed in Pirkei Avos, Perek Bais. The children acted 
out scenarios where it would be very easy to get upset and react, but then did the 
right thing and took a step back and were Dan L’kaf Zechus, realizing it was an 
accident.  We met a puppet named Tzippy who had a hard time with this Mitzvah 
and also heard a beautiful  story about a boy who had a very confusing and difficult 
day, but was able to try his best to be Dan L’kaf Zechus. It was a beautiful and 
enriching lesson for all.

KINDERGARTEN GRADUATION

Please note that this year, all graduates will be allowed 2 guests only.  

The graduation will be live streamed for extended family to 
be able to join in!

Stay tuned for more details!!





JuNIOr Pre-K PRESs

MOROT LINDSAY, NAOMI & RINA

This week in Junior Pre-K we started our Eretz Yisroel unit. We began our journey to Eretz 
Yisroel by talking about how we get there.  After discussing various options, we realized that 
the best way is to take an airplane
(aviron) and the children enjoyed sharing their very own airplane flight experiences. We 
learned about the holy city of Yerushalayim and  the Kosel. We talked about how the land of 
Eretz Yisroel was given to us by Hashem a long time ago during the times of Avraham Avinu 
and that all our Avos lived there! The Kosel is the last wall that surrounded the Bais 
Hamikdash that is still standing today. People all over the world go to Daven there and pour 
their hearts out to Hashem. We wrote our own notes to put in the Kosel and we will be sending 
them to Israel Iyh. We also started our “Trip to Eretz Yisroel” book.
This week, the children  were  excited to be introduced to the letter Ches.
We are continuing to work on our alphabet and counting skills by playing fun games during 
centers.
Have a good Shabbos!



PRe-K PAGES
MOROT NECHAMA, MIRIAM & 

MORIEL

What a meaningful week we had in Pre-K 
learning all about Eretz Yisroel! With 
passports in our hands, we had a great 
time traveling and learning about different 
places and sites in the special land that 
Hashem gave to us.  We saw beautiful 
pictures and listened to stories about the 
Kosel, Yerushalayim , Kever Rochel, 
Mearas Hamachpeila and more.  The 
children enjoyed drawing  and creating art 
projects along with what they learned. 
There is so much to explore and we can’t 
wait to learn more next week!

We are almost done learning our Aleph 
Bais! This week we learned the letter Taf. 
Words that start with Taf are  ,תורה, תפילין
 Look out for informationתמר .  and תפילה

regarding our Siyum next week!

In Parshas Behaaloscha, we heard about 
Aaron Hakohen's job to light the Menorah 
every day. We learned about Pesach 
Sheini, which was a second chance to 
bring the Korban Pesach for those that 
were not able to bring it on Pesach. We 
heard about the Eirev Rav who didn't trust 
in Hashem and complained about the 
Mann. The Parsha also reminded us about 
being careful not to speak Lashon Hora 
and the punishment of Tzoras if you do. 
Miriam got Tzoras for speaking badly 
about her brother Moshe.
Have a wonderful Shabbos!

MOROT ELYSE & YEHUDES

The Pre-K children had such a blast learning 
and painting this week!
On Monday, we listened to Chicka, Chicka 1 2 
3, by Bill Martin Jr. and practiced our number 
recognition and colored a fun summer color 
by number picture.
This week, we learned about another artist, 
Piet Mondrian. Mondrian was from the 
Netherlands  and known as one of the 
greatest artists of his generation. Mondrian 
painted simple art and only used primary 
colors.  He painted vertical and horizontal 
lines to create squares and rectangles that he 
painted different colors.  We also learned 
about the artist, Georges Seurat. Seurat was a 
French artist who also only used primary 
colors in his work. However, Seurat was 
known for his technique of using different 
color dots to create his pictures and that’s 
why we call him, “Dot Dot Seurat”.
We are so excited to learn about another 
artist next week!
We have learned so much this year in Second 
Step with Morah Shiffy! This week we started 
to review what we learned throughout the 
year. We discussed skills that help us learn 
best including; focusing attention, using self-
talk, and repeating directions aloud.
Please look out for your child’s Letter Craft 
book that is being sent home this week. It is a 
compilation of your child’s alphabet crafts 
from the beginning of the year.



kINDeRGARTEN CORNER
MOROT CHAYA, DEVORAH, ESTHER, 

ESTY & RENA

Our Lamed Tes Melachos unit is under way 
here in Kindergarten. The children are 
excitedly learning about the jobs that were 
done while building the Mishkan, and know 
that these activities are Asur on Shabbos. We 
got down and dirty in the field as we actually 
got to do these Melachos during the week, 
when they are Mutar. We enjoyed digging and 
raking, then plating the wheat seeds. We each 
got to cut down a wheat stalk and gather 
them into bundles. We learned about 
separating the kernel from the chaff and 
winnowing. We're looking forward to 
continuing on our Lamed Tes Melachos 
process next week!
Our Kriah skills continue to build!
We learned a new Nekuda this week, the 
Segol that says "eh". Some classes heard a 
story about fresh eggs from the farm and 
when the egg broke we all screamed "ehhh" 
making the sound of our new Nekuda! This is 
the final Nekuda that we will be learning this 
year. Stay tuned for details of our fantastic 
Kriah summer review program,where your 
child can gain lots of Kriah practice and earn 
exciting prizes at the same time!
Parshas Behaaloscha was taught and 
discussed. Some classes made Chatzotzros 
to remind us of the trumpets that were blown 
in the Mishkan.
We are still learning about our generation's 
role models, our Gedolim. Your child will likely 
be able to share many Gedolim stories with 
you.
Have a good Shabbos

MOROT MORAL, PEARLY & RACHELI

With safety goggles and lab coats 
securely in place, this week we turned into 
scientists and learned about the three 
states of matter; solid, liquid and gas. The 
students learned that solid molecules are 
close together, so close there’s no room to 
move, like in a door. Liquid can move 
around a little, but there are still many 
molecules close together; like water in a 
pool. Gas bounces around everywhere and 
moves so fast that we can’t see it; just like 
air in a balloon. We pretended we were 
molecules in class and saw how close we 
can come together when squeezing each 
other, with light touching, and how far we 
can get without being near anyone. We 
also created a flip book project showing 
how close or far the molecules look. Keep 
an eye out for our project!

This week in Go Math, we started learning 
about length and height. We measured all 
the children in the class to find out who 
has the tallest height. We measured 
everyone’s feet to see who had the 
shortest foot. We enjoyed comparing the 
heights and lengths of different objects 
around the classroom.

Have a good Shabbos!






